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                Puffin 2021
Puffin 50 ‘Jaleo’ set sail to the Mediterranean
Puffin nr. 1 sold at VMG Yachting
                

            

        

    



  
      
              
SNEAK PREVIEW: 2021 is the year of the introduction of the complete new Puffin® range. The line of Puffin® yachts will be limited to 3 standard models: 42, 50 and 58. These models will be built in centerboard and fixed keel versions. They have had a total facelift to make them more contemporary while keeping their distinguished lines that make a Puffin a Puffin. Furthermore we developed an interior that allows us to produce it in a more sophisticated and economic way, which results in a competitive price for the yachts. An owner can still customize his/her yacht in to a large extend, when it comes to layout , material, colors, rig etcetera.
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After a building period of exactly 1 year we delivered Puffin 50 ‘Jaleo’ to its new captain. She will set sail for a trip along the Iberian coasts and Balearian Islands with her owner during the coming weeks. In September she will arrive in her homeport Palma de Mallorca.
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Quote For Sail Yachtbrokers “For some years now we have been dealer for the brand Puffin. The design of the Puffin is by Olivier van Meer and the boats are built at VMG Yachtbuilders. This all happens in the area around Enkhuizen. 
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Puffin is a registered trademark of
Olivier van Meer exclusively licenced to
VMG Yachtbuilders.
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Puffin® Yachts
VMG Yachtbuilders
Volmolen 9
1601 ET Enkhuizen




P: (+31)228 322 352




E: info@vmgyachtbuilders.nl





              


       










